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U.S. Policy in Iraq
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES AHEAD
Address by ROBIN L. RAPHEL, United States Coordinatorfor Iraq Reconstruction
Delivered at Town Hall Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, June 24, 2005
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Blank you very much. T always sort of cringe vi'hen
I hear that long recitation of where I've been. It
makes me feel my age a bit, but not in Los Angeles.
I must say it's a delight to be here. This climate is very
refreshing, the cool air, the sunshine, the beach and so on.
I am in fact extremely grateful for the opportunity to be
here and it was also nice to find in the audience some
folks who have knowledge of the Iraq situation; a big representation from Parsons, who have been doing an extremely good job on the infrastructure reconstruction out
there and with whom we've worked very closely in Washington and out in Baghdad.
This is a particularly timely topic, Iraq, because I've
just myself come back from Brussels where there was a
large intemationai conference on Iraq. More than 80 countries and intemationai organizations, including the United
Nations, World Bank, and so on, came to hear the Iraqis
present their vision for Traq's future and what was notable
about this meeting in Bmssels was the clarity with which
the Iraqis were able to articulate their vision for Iraq's
future. According to them, it is a vision that has inclusiveness in the political process, democracy, market-based
economic growth and a real determination to defeat the
insurgency and to restore stability and security for Iraq's

citizens. The second thing that was remarkable in Brussels was the unity of the intemationai community in its
commitment to support Iraq as it moves through the challenging transition ahead, and this, as I'm sure you all know,
was not always the case and Brussels really brought the
intemationai community together in a positive and futureoriented way. And also today, Iraq's president Jafari has
met with President Bush in Washington. They had a big
press conference where they discussed the full range of
issues: security, economic issues, and our partnership with
Iraqis for the months and years ahead.
Iraq has also dominated the U.S. and world headlines
for many months and it has figured predominantly in several elections - certainly our own election last November
- but also the recent election of Prime Minister Tony Blair
in the UK and the defeat of the Spanish prime minister
last fall. So, even if the Santa Monica pier is removed
from the banks of the Tigris and the Euphrates, it is clear
that Americans and concemed citizens around the world
are seized with this issue. Sons and daughters from the
state of Califomia are serving with honor in Iraq and I'd
like to offer some thoughts on our efforts there.
Now my perspective, as you can tell from my biography, is dominated by nearly three decades of govemment
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a few miles down the road here, he called the South "the
Nation's No. 1 economic problem." And he denounced
the Northem railroad conspiracy for its intemal freight
rates wall that kept Southemers locked up mining their
"white gold," cotton, for the Yankee textile mills. He inspired a young Georgia govemor, Ellis Amall, to sue the
Northem railroads in the U.S. Supreme Court demanding
equal right under the Constitution. President Roosevelt
died before those walls came tumbling down. It did not
happen until 1952! And today you see all these manufacturing plants dotted around all over the South, and Yankees moving South. Folks call those old plants along the
railroads around Northem cities like Pittsburgh, Youngstown, Cleveland, Detroit, and Gary "the Rust Belt."
This is the South we fought for, and I'm glad to say, at
long last, I think we have won!
Now when my friend Tom Bone invaded Maryland with
Jubal Early and the Army of Northem Virginia in 1864, he
got shot at Monocacy Creek and left behind. The Yan-

kees took him to Baltimore and fixed him up and sent him
down to Point Lookout where he was exchanged. He
said he was shot in the thigh on a farm worked by slaves,
a year and a half afrer Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation. You see, Lincoln did not free all slaves, just the ones
in the conquered Confederate states.
When you lose a war, you lose everything, even your
reputation in the history books. That's why so many of
my descendants made careers out of the military. One of
them was a boyfromEufala, over here on the Chattahoochee
River, named Tom Moorer, and he rose to be chairman of
the Joint Chiefs during the Vietnam War. When he'd make
speeches somebody would invariably ask him why he and so
many other Southemers spend their lives serving the nation
in the military. He always answered: "It's because we saw
what happened when you lose a war, and we didn't like it and
want to make sure we don't lose another one."
So I say, "God Bless America. I'm glad my cause triumphed at long last."

From Golden Cage to Golden Age for Your
Career
FOCUS ON THE CORRECT JOB PATH
Address by JEFF DAVIDSON, MBA, CMC, BreathingSpace.com and author
Delivered to the World Bank ACT retreat, Washington DC, March 15, 2005
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O you sometimes feel stified in your career? Unappreciated? Having little chance for advance
ment? I'm here today to tell you it is possible to
move from a "Golden Cage" to a Golden Age for your
career, regardless of where you're starting from, and I'm
going to lay out some steps for you, to make it so! To
begin, how do you become the kind of employee your organization can't live without and at the same time proceed
with relative grace and ease?
Believe it or not, you don't have to be extraordinarily
gifted to accomplish this. It simply requires following a
few simple methods, such as: Taking the unwanted job,
going the extra mile, working harder when unsupervised,
getting credit for your group, making your boss look good,
handling key client development, becoming a mentor, being aware of a supervisor's needs, and knowing what's
needed.
Taking the Unwanted Job
Martina was new to the firm, brought in as one of a
well-established group of trainers and instructional designers. Rather than melting into the pot of professionals
versed in education, Martina became an expert in a software spreadsheet program that greatly facilitated project

planning,
All of the organization's records were being changed
over to this program. Oddly, most of the firm's professionals had no interest in leaming about it. Martina, however, saw a niche for himself. The president of the organization needed someone who could explain the sofrware
program and its applications so that instructions could be
given to others. Martina stayed afrer work at least twice
a week to become an expert at the software. Soon, anyone with a question about it was referred to Martina. In
short, Martina became vital to her department.
Similarly, you can develop your own niche by picking
up a skill or technical knowledge that is vital to the Bank,
yet relatively hard to leam. Be the best at something that
no one else wants to do, and you'll dramatically raise your
level of importance to your organization.
Going the Extra Mile
To get ahead, periodically take on more work than you're
assigned. Volunteer to help on a project that is mnning
over deadline and make yourself available for extra
projects. You'll be noticed.
Frequently, companies need assistance with rush jobs.
At the consulting firms where I've been employed, I al-
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ways voltmteered to work on proposals. Because a quick
tumaround is necessary, volunteers are greatly appreciated. Also, working on proposals exposed me to information outside of my department and to people I did not work
with on a day-to-day basis.
Jill, a coworker, was called the "Jill of all trades," a
name of which she was proud. When a project required
short-term assistance to bring it to close, Jill was asked to
take on the extra work in addition to her own project. She
was able to switch gears quickly from one project to another and had soon worked with everyone in the organization at least once, a unique feat. Her broad experience
led to her rapid promotion within the following two years.
Although going the extra mile may not always pay off so
quickly, the reward will eventually come.
Ellen was a new staff person at a mid-size company.
Austin was having family problems and his work had been
poor over the previous few weeks. Ellen began to finish
Austin's projects, often working until late in the evening.
Without bringing attention to herself by complaining or by
making it obvious that she was staying late, Ellen greatly
helped a fellow worker. This was eventually acknowledged by management as well as her peers.
You can go the extra mile in other ways. Do the little
things that make a difference to your project. For instance,
I prepared client reports in a three-ring binder. This was
not usual procedure but I took it upon myself to do this
extra work. It made a great difference in the way the
reports looked to clients — and to my boss.
Working Harder When Unsupervised
The scene occurs in thousands of offices every day.
The boss is away, on business or vacation. A great sigh of
relief goes up the minute he or she is out the door. People
drift into each other's offices, the telephones light up with
personal phone calls, people log on to fun sites on the
Intemet, and lunch hours are stretched to the maximum.
Managers report productivity to be only two-thirds of
normal when they're not in the office. That's why working, even at your normal pace, when they're away will
impress your supervisors.
My strategy during this time, always, was to work extra hard. I knew the boss was likely to monitor employee
perfonnance following periods of his absence, rather than
while being in the office for an uninterrupted stretch of days.
To add to your aura, when supervisors are away, strive
to complete jobs they assigned before their departure.
There is nothing a supervisor appreciates more after a trip
than, "Here's thejob you wanted. It's done." The subtle, yet
deep-seated message you convey is long-lasting.
Getting Credit for the Group
Getting credit for the entire group of people you work
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with can advance your career. This seeming irony —
standing out by praising the group — makes sense in an
overall career context. Those who make it to the top levels
of management are the people who are able to motivate others to do their best and to work well in group situations.
What are you actually saying when you say, "My team
did a great job"? Those above you know that when a
group does well, it's at least partly because someone exhibited leadership. High-lighting the team is especially
useful when you are the group's manager. It indicates
your ability to facilitate good work.
Making Your Boss Look Good
Similar to the concept of getting credit for the group of
people you work with or manage, making your boss look
good can only refiect favorably on you. Both your boss
and his or her supervisors will appreciate this.
The best way to make your boss look good is to handle
your work efficiently and thoroughly. If your boss is fair,
he or she will give you credit for the work, increasing yo\ir
chances of promotion. If your boss is not doing his or her
share of the work, leaning on you unfairly without giving
you the credit, it's still likely that you'll be promoted when
your boss is promoted. That person knows you've been
doing more than your share, and he or she won't be able
to take a new position without your help.
Handling Key Client or Constituent Development
This may not apply so much at the Bank, but in general
if your job involves working with clients who do business
with your organization, particularly key clients on whom your
firm depends, you're already positioned to become a valuable member of the organization. Each time you interact
with the client, either by mail, online, or in person, you're
planting the seeds ofa personal and professional relationship.
If you've done your job well and have proven time and
again that you are a professional upon whom the client
can rely, your relationship with the client, in part, becomes
one of your organization's important assets. As such, your
relationship needs to be protected in the same way that
other tangible assets, such as the plant and equipment, are
protected.
An important caveat to developing key client relationships is to avoid threatening your supervisors, professionally speaking, by undermining, overstepping, or otherwise
harming the relationships they may have with clients.
Becoming a Mentor
Maybe you're only 27 years old, or maybe you've only
been with your present firm for a year and a half. Yet,
with your previous experience and achievements, you may
already be in a position to serve as a mentor to junior
members of your organization. This can be accomplished
on an informal, ad hoc basis, and you can literally choose
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the amount of energy you're willing to commit. Helping
junior members always looks good to those above you,
especially at performance review time.
I always gladly accepted the role of ad hoc mentor to
junior associates by distributing reprints of material that I
knew was directly helpful in accomplishing their present
tasks. At one consulting firm where I was a project manager, I produced a 15-page information resource booklet
that I distributed to everyone in the department. This booklet was a compilation of names, phone numbers, and addresses of frequently called libraries, govemment agencies, and other information services. It was of great use,
particularly to junior staff who were not familiar with some
of the entities listed. Now, instantly, they had a complete
resource file at their fingertips.
Being Aware of a Supervisor's Needs
Receiving praise is a primary human need. Yet, how
often do we remember to praise our bosses? They are
people, too. If your boss has been extra supportive of
you, tell him or her that you appreciate it. Remember to
praise your boss to your coworkers and other supervisors.
Be honest. A phony attempt can be detected immediately.
Still, everyone has some good points that can be praised.
Be aware of any special quirks your supervisor may
have. If he or she is feeling personally insecure about a
particular client or project, help out and give the credit to
your boss instead of taking it for yourself. You may need
similar support some time in the future.
Knowing What's Needed
One way to become truly vital to your team is to be on
top of your job, your department's goals, and your
organization's objectives. This three-way strategy includes
reviewing your job description, deciding precisely what your
department's goals are, and determining your organization's
objectives. Let's take a brief look at each.
First, knowing your job description and honoring it, or
amending it if necessary, protects you from any misunderstandings. It will also give you an idea of the part you play
in the total picture of the organization, an important factor
in your work satisfaction and chance of promotion.
Your job description ideally contains all the important
activities of your position, the knowledge you need to have
or acquire to perform those activities, and some sense of
your overall role.
If your job description does not adequately detail the
information you need to know and the responsibilities you
have, now is the time to change it.
Second, leam and understand the goals of your part of
the organization. By whatever method your organization
is broken into groups — department, division, project team
—your group has objectives. Goals are important to guide
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actions as well as to mark milestones. Knowing your
group's goals will help you to set priorities for your own
work and to make wise decisions conceming how jobs
can best be done.
Finally, be aware of your organization's mission. Any
entity, from the smallest agency to the multibillion-dollar
organization, has a mission. If you don't already know it,
find it out. Your organization's brochure, annual report,
promotional literature, or employee handbook will have the
mission spelled out. The mission will unify and give meaning
to all the division or department goals. Although confiicts
among divisions will occur because of the nature of different
responsibilities, a solid base can be produced when all employees realize the overall mission of the organization.
If you're unsure of the direction to take on a particular
project and are not receiving sufficient guidance, look at
the problem in light of your organization's mission. Is what
you're doing in line with a mission? Will it be good for the
organization in the long run? Your ability to make the correct decisions will be greatly enhanced by your awareness of your job description, your group objectives, and
the organization's mission.
Keys to Promotion
Suppose you follow these guidelines. Are you guaranteed a promotion? Not necessarily. By the same token,
making a big mistake in your job probably won't keep you
out of the running either. The career track of those who
get ahead hardly ever shows an uninterrupted rising trend
line. It's a zigzag — uneven, going this way and that, but
eventually to the top. However, there are some key ways
to increase those upward "zags" and parry your job experiences into promotions.
Anticipating Organizational Changes
The usual promotion occurs because someone has resigned or has moved on to another position in the organization. In addition to filling such a vacancy, you can create your own promotion by being aware of organizational
changes before others are and carving out your own niche
in the new stmcture. As your organization expands or
shifts its focus, be on the lookout for needs that you can
fill on the new organization's chart.
Consider Caryn, formerly an assistant editor of a hobby
magazine. Although she had advanced quickly, her chances
for further growth were not good since her supervisor was
well entrenched in his position. Recognizing that she
needed a chance to grow, Caryn began calling her network of publishing friends and making efforts to get a job
with another magazine. Then, from some remarks her
publisher made at a farewell luncheon for one of the secretaries, Caryn leamed that a plan was in the works to
buy another hobby magazine, about doll collecting.
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She acted quickly and went to several area doll shows,
getting ideas from the exhibitors on what they wanted in a
magazine. When the publisher announced a special staff
meeting, Caryn went to him that day with strategic plans
for the new magazine and a table of contents for the first
issue. When he reported the acquisition at the staff meeting, he also announced Caryn as the new editor. She saw
an opportunity and took aggressive, appropriate action to
make the best of the chance.
Becoming an Expert
Individuals who become irreparable may get promoted,
even if a new title has to be created for the position. Alec
became his company's expert on HTML, someone who
could answer any question on the topic. His office extension became the hotline for quick information. Because
he took over a function that the company hadn't required
before, it took some lobbying on his part, but he was named
Director of Web Development. It was a new position in
the company and a nice promotion for him.
In your present organization, are you developing expertise on a particular topic? If so, make your superiors aware
of your special knowledge and the extent to which people
depend on you to provide that knowledge. Or, if there is
an area in which you feel that your department is sorely
lacking — perhaps, market research, coordinating function, or follow-up work — choose to be the one to fill the
gap.' Chances are you'll reap the rewards of career advancement.
Taking Charge of Your Perfonnance Reviews
In my years as a management consultant, I came to the
conclusion that performance reviews were all too often
unfair and sometimes counterproductive. Most managers
see them as a necessary evil and give their employees
only a perfunctory review. Yet despite the prevailing problems inherent in performance review system, this is still
the one time during the year, quarter, or review period
when you and your boss can sit down specifically to discuss you. I've found that it's often possible to tum these
matter-of-fact sessions into opportunities for promotion
with a little career marketing "homework."

Armed with your own self-appraisal, you can take more
control during the performance review session with your
boss. By being able to point quickly to concrete accomplishments, you might avoid simply being labeled with a
numerical performance rating, slapped on the back, and
sent on your way. More likely, your boss will remember
what you've said and will take your case to those higher
up in power. An additional perk of the self-appraisal system — no matter what the outcome of your performance
review — is that it keeps you on your toes in your career
marketing efforts and may even help you to sell your skills
and experience to another organization,
Preparing Your Boss
Your boss is vitally important to your career advancement and, as such, needs to be prepared for such an eventuality. A supervisor who is confident of his or her own
abilities and chances for success will be pleased to see
you move up. In this case, share your advancement ideas
with your supervisor. Let that person know that you seek
and will work for more responsibility and more independence, and that it will look good for both of you to the rest
of the organization.
Take care, however, with a manager who's afraid that
you're after his or her position. People who feel threatened have a tendency to protect themselves. Your forward progress could be delayed by your manager's fear,
With such a manager, it's a good idea to indicate that your
advancement will be a boon rather than a threat. Failing
that, you may have to make allies of your supervisor's
supervisors and other influential people in your organization,
Also consider the needs and desires of your supervisor,
Is he or she content with the current position or also looking for advancement? Knowing that will allow you to analyze your chances of taking over his or her job and will
give you an idea of the rewards and negative features
that such a promotion would entail,
A promotion, per se, does not automatically mean you're
advancing along your chosen career path. You can also
be promoted to what proves to be a dead-end position or
to one that diverges from the path you are seeking.

The key is to keep vigilant track of your own performance throughout the year. I used to evaluate myself
quarterly, without fail. All you need do is review your
appointment book and your list of goals and other planning
aids and compare how you've done versus what you set
out to do. Then, write up your own mini-evaluation using
lists and descriptive sentences. Three areas to cover are
objectives, skills, and inventory, the latter being simply an
overall description of your performance during the last
three months.
for

In evaluating the worth of a promotion, consider two
different factors—the overall strength and stability of the
organization, and the visibility and opportunities of the position to which you're being promoted. Look ahead several positions in the ladder above your current position,
"Living ahead" will keep your eyes focused on the correct path and stretch your brain to thinking through the
types of situations you yourself will face one day. As
such you can move from a Golden Cage to a Golden Age
your career, regardless of where you're starting from!

